Brain-machine interfaces (BMIs) should ideally show robust adaptation of the BMI across different tasks and daily activities. Most BMIs have used overpracticed tasks. Little is known about BMIs in dynamic environments. How are mechanically body-coupled BMIs integrated into ongoing rhythmic dynamics, for example, in locomotion? To examine this, we designed a novel BMI using neural discharge in the hindlimb/trunk motor cortex in rats during locomotion to control a robot attached at the pelvis. We tested neural adaptation when rats experienced (1) control locomotion, (2) "simple elastic load" (a robot load on locomotion without any BMI neural control), and (3) "BMI with elastic load" (in which the robot loaded locomotion and a BMI neural control could counter this load). Rats significantly offset applied loads with the BMI while preserving more normal pelvic height compared with load alone. Adaptation occurred over ϳ100 -200 step cycles in a trial. Firing rates increased in both the loaded conditions compared with baseline. Mean phases of the discharge of cells in the step cycle shifted significantly between BMI and the simple load condition. Over time, more BMI cells became positively correlated with the external force and modulated more deeply, and the network correlations of neurons on a 100 ms timescale increased. Loading alone showed none of these effects. The BMI neural changes of rate and force correlations persisted or increased over repeated trials. Our results show that rats have the capacity to use motor adaptation and motor learning to fairly rapidly engage hindlimb/trunk-coupled BMIs in their locomotion.
Introduction
Brain-machine interfaces (BMIs) promise to provide, or augment, functions for spinal-injured patients (Hochberg et al., 2006; Acharya et al., 2008; Giszter, 2008; Scherberger, 2009) . Successful BMIs require reliable neural decoding for stable behaviors, and/or a subject's adaptation of the interface across ongoing tasks. Different BMI control schemes might best fit different situations (Kositsky et al., 2009 ). To date, most efforts in BMI have used mechanically isolated contexts and concentrated on overtrained manipulation tasks of the forelimb (Chapin et al., 1999; Serruya et al., 2003; Velliste et al., 2008) . They have mostly neglected locomotion, trunk, body, or substrate interactions (but see Fitzsimmons et al., 2009; Song et al., 2009 ). However, future BMI applications for lower limb control would require management of on-line motor adaptations and integration of lower limb BMI control into whole-body control.
The robustness of a BMI will depend on how reliably neuronal information can be used. The relative stability of cortical neural responses underlying similar behaviors remains an open problem (Fujisawa et al., 2008) . Some studies suggest cells (prefrontal and M1) are functionally stable, and so BMI systems could maintain performance across days with the same decoder (Serruya et al., 2003; Greenberg et al., 2004; Chestek et al., 2007) . However, significant neural plasticity (M1) has also been reported non-BMI force field adaptation experiments and in BMI systems (Li et al., 2001; Carmena et al., 2005; Zacksenhouse et al., 2007 ; Jarosiewicz et al., 2008; Ganguly and Carmena, 2009) . Differential plasticity of different body representations and tasks might occur (Aflalo and Graziano, 2006; Chen et al., 2008) . Furthermore, after overtraining, if switching among BMI controls is achieved easily, issues remain in integrating and adapting the controls to new tasks and mechanical contexts in activities of daily living. Conceivably, overtrained and specialized BMI designs and sophisticated decoding algorithms could affect or impede subsequent improvement of the BMI control in dynamic environments using intrinsic brain plasticity and adaptation. An alternative strategy might provide simpler interfaces (Fetz, 1969; Moritz et al., 2008) and allow the plasticity of the brain to adapt and incorporate the novel actions.
To test a trunk/hindlimb-based BMI framework in rats, we examined whether rats could learn to maintain their pelvis in a comfortable position using a novel BMI-driven mechanical action made available to them, to offset loading. Cortical modulations during locomotion in rats (Hermer-Vazquez et al., 2004) and other quadrupeds (Beloozerova et al., 2003; Bretzner and Drew, 2005; Drew et al., 2008a,b; Lajoie et al., 2010) are well documented, although rats are able to walk on flat surface after cortical ablations (Hicks and D'Amato, 1975) . Nonetheless, trunk/hindlimb cortex in rodents may significantly impact recovery after spinal cord injury . We chronically implanted tetrode arrays, to record single-neuron and multineuron discharge from trunk/hindlimb motor cortex in rats, during locomotion with a robot attached at pelvis, both to load the rat and provide BMI actions. As a BMI, we use a simpler interface strategy to generate a neural force from the robot, somewhat like Fetz and colleagues (Moritz et al., 2008) . We tested this BMI in a dynamic environment. Rats were exposed to three conditions during treadmill locomotion: (1) control (baseline, no load), (2) simple elastic loading, and (3) BMI with elastic load in which BMI lifting control was made available in parallel with the elastic load used in (2). Our results will show that rats can adapt to these BMI actions, incorporate the BMI into their locomotion, and mostly offset an applied load. Cells recorded and used in the BMI show significantly different modulations during the adaptation processes in the BMI condition compared with loading alone.
Materials and Methods

Animals
Eleven adult female Sprague Dawley rats, weighing 250ϳ300 g, were used in these experiments. Seven rats meeting our criteria of good neural activity and consistent motivated locomotion on the treadmill provided the data set analyzed. Four rats not meeting these criteria were excluded from the analysis. Care and treatment of the animals during all stages of the experiments conformed to the procedures approved by the University Laboratory Animal Resources and Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the College of Medicine of Drexel University, and with established U.S. Department of Agriculture and U.S. Public Health Service standards.
Tetrode array fabrication
Neural activity was obtained with tetrodes organized in arrays. The tetrode arrays were custom-made by twisting or braiding four strands of polyimide-coated nichrome wires (13 m outer diameter) together. Wires were cut with a sharp carbide scissor and left ϳ2 inches long. Six tetrodes were attached around a spike-shaped tungsten shaft with microsuture thread. The final diameter of the tetrode array was ϳ150 m. The impedances of the tetrode wires were set around 1 M⍀ at 1 kHz by controlled gold plating. The tetrode arrays were implanted in the trunk/hindlimb M1/S1 area of cortex in a region between Ϫ1.6 mm rostrocaudal (RC) and 2.0 mediolateral (ML) relative to bregma and the midline (see below).
Surgical procedures
Two implantations were performed in each rat consecutively in a single surgery. A pelvic orthosis implantation was performed first, followed by a cortical recording electrode implantation. Dexamethasone (5 mg/kg) was injected 12 h preceding the surgery to prevent brain swelling after opening the skull. Rats were anesthetized by using 1.0 ml/kg of a "KXA" mixture (dosage: 63 mg/kg ketamine, 6 mg/kg xylazine, 0.05 mg/kg acepromazine) initially and subsequently 0.38 ml/kg was administered each hour for maintenance of stable anesthesia. For pelvic implantation, a 1.5 cm angled incision (45°) was made on each side through the skin ϳ1 cm behind the pelvic process. The skin around the incision was blunt dissected. The gluteus muscle was also blunt dissected toward the pelvic bone on each side to create a pair of windows for the implant. The implants, which should be perpendicular to the animal's pelvis and angled relative to one another, were placed under the bone of the pelvis on either side separately. The sides of the implant were pressed together as tightly as possible without bone trauma and fastened with screws. Finally, epoxy cement (J-B Weld) was applied to the joint where the pelvic implant parts were conjoined to fix the structure. This made it rigid and prevented any displacement as the animal moved after screw release. Implants integrated with the pelvic bone and provided a rigid frame for force application. This setup ensured the robot was able to apply forces effectively and directly to the skeleton.
After the pelvic implantation, the rats' heads were mounted in a stereotaxic frame and a round hole (3 mm in diameter) was drilled in the skull using a trephine. Three stainless-steel screws were placed around the hole evenly. Ketamine (24 mg/kg) was used for anesthesia maintenance after the skull was opened. After a window in the dura was removed, the tip of the tetrode array was lowered in the hindlimb/trunk region (2.0 mm lateral of the midline, 1.6 mm caudal to the bregma, and ϳ1.5 mm in depth, to give recording sites at ϳ1.1 mm depth). An exposed length of Teflon-coated stainless-steel wire was wrapped around a skull screw to provide the signal ground. Then, crumbled moistened Gelfoam was gently placed in the window in the skull to exclude the subsequently applied dental dement. Dental acrylic cement was built around the tetrode array and screws so as to firmly attach the electrode assembly in place and anchor it to the skull. After the cement was completely set, there were no sharp edges or cement crevices over or underneath the skin that could allow infections and irritate the animal. The skin was then loosely sutured around the cortical implant. The animal was then put back into the cage on a heating pad and observed until it was sternally recumbent. After the surgery, analgesics (Buprenex; 0.05 mg/kg) and antibiotics (ampicillin; 37.5 mg/kg) were administered to the recovering animals for 2 and 7 d, respectively. Recording began 7 d after implantations.
At the end of the final recording session, electrolytic lesions were made by passing 200 A anodal current through one tetrode wire for 2 min. After injection of overdose anesthetic (Euthasol; 0.3 ml), the animal was perfused by using saline followed with 4% paraformaldehyde. Brain slices were cut in 40 m sections to validate electrode placement using the electrode track and lesion area.
Neural recording and off-line sorting
Neural data were recorded using a Cerebus system (Cyberkinetics/Blackrock Microsystems) commencing 1 week after animals recovered from surgery. In each recording session, rats were first lightly anesthetized with isoflurane gas, and a unity gain preamplifier headstage (Neuralynx HS-27 micro) was connected with the tetrode array via flexible wire cables. After animals fully recovered on the treadmill surface, recordings began. Neural signals were bandpass filtered (300 Hz to 7.5 kHz) and digitized at a sampling frequency of 30 kHz. Spikes were detected on-line when above or under thresholding levels. The detected spikes could be automatically classified on-line after setting the templates of each waveform. The on-line sorted spikes were used in a BMI with elastic load control. The detected spike trains, as well as all the thresholded spike waveforms, were saved for off-line analysis. Multiple single units were isolated off-line using a commercial off-line sorter (Plexon Neurotechnology Research Systems) using the t-distribution expectation maximization sorting from features of the tetrode waveforms [an implementation of the approach of Shoham et al. (2003) ]. The threshold interspike interval for a single unit was set at Ͼ1.6 ms. Only single units that were isolated by these criteria are presented here. Up to 24 channels of neural activity at a time in a single array could be recorded, and one or two individual cells from most wires of the tetrodes could be recorded. A total of 573 well isolated cells from seven rats recorded across 23 sessions from the M1/S1 trunk hindlimb area was used in our analysis. As there is no assurance that the spikes recorded on different days were the same, we did not track cells across days. We simply isolated cells afresh each day. We treated these isolations as different cells, although some of them had the same waveforms across days. However, we subsequently reviewed recordings off-line and confirmed that all statistics reported here remained significant if cells judged similar across days were instead treated as single cells (thereby reducing numbers of observed cells).
We also tested microwire arrays with 500 -700 m spacing between 16 wires in a 2 ϫ 8 array in rats not reported here. The basic BMI observations reported here did not differ between the recording designs. However, levels of correlation among neurons after off-line sorting in the two recording methods were significantly different. Correlations were much lower in the microwire arrays. The analysis of correlation in Results and in Figure 10 holds only for the tetrode system recordings (see supplemental figure, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material, showing microwire correlations). trollers, each of which emulates a passive viscoelastic system at any instance in time. Before the robot force fully engaged, there was a 2 s ramp period to minimize the interference to the locomotion of rats. The data in this transient period are not part of the analyses presented here. The control scheme of the robot is organized to manage the robot kinematic transforms and any other frame of reference transforms used for the controls. The viscoelastic controllers were added to a control stack, and the two were then combined to generate the interactions with the rat. In principle, in our robot system, there can be multiple instances of a given type of controller with different parameters on the stack. However, in this study, the design was simpler, with only fixed parameter single instances of the two qualitatively different controls (simple elastic load and BMI driven) combined in the design of our experiments:
Robot alone. In experiments termed here "simple elastic load," robot tip position/data and coordinate frame data were passed to the controller at each control cycle (1 ms), and force was computed and returned in the robot frame, according to Equation 1 below,. Forces were added from all controllers in the stack (one in this case), and the resultant was then transformed to torques and delivered to the robot motors.
BMI control. In experiments termed here "BMI with elastic load," neural information was used in this control. Neural spikes from each channel were sorted in real-time with multiple threshold windows on the Cerebus system (Cyberkinetics), and the identified binary spikeoccurrence events sent to the corresponding robot controller via an RS422 serial port at each control cycle (1 ms). At the robot controller, the binary spike-occurrence data were masked for the individual controller, and a simple integration was used to obtain a scalar control variable. Spikes were aggregated in a 100 ms window to calculate the scalar variable. This was applied to the base control field of the controller to modulate the stiffness of the field following Equation 2 below. The stiffness of the neural driven elastic field (generating neural driven force F n ) was modulated by the aggregate firing rate of the masked channels, calculated according to Equation 2. The total interaction force (F tot ) was computed as the sum of the elastic force (F e ) and the neural driven force (F n ) as in Equation 3 below. This total force (F tot ) was then directly applied on-line by the robot control in effect.
where K e and K n are the stiffness of the elastic force (F e ) and neural driven force (F n ), respectively; X e0 and X n0 are the equilibrium positions set for the elastic and neural driven force fields, respectively; and X is the observed robot position. The neural multiplier parameter N af is the aggregate firing rate, which is calculated as spike counts in the 100 ms integration window from all recorded channels chosen. We chose an elastic interaction to mimic muscle-like effects. The scalar control variable from neural activity could have been used to regulate force directly, to regulate position directly, whereas the elastic field method represents a muscle-like effect. For an elastic field interaction there are two options: we could regulate either the equilibrium position or the stiffness of an elastic field. We chose the stiffness modulation strategy in the BMI control here. We chose the elastic interaction method because we believed faster force or position transients in the other strategies might cause reflex responses and startle reactions and distract the attention or behavior of the rats using the neural firing rate to control the robot. Virtual forces. Using the neural activity in the simple elastic load, and applying this activity off-line after data collection in Equation 2, an instantaneous "virtual neural driven force" could be calculated at each time point: this was the instantaneous or momentary neural driven force that would have resulted if the neural control were in effect and the rat kinematic behavior were unaltered at that moment. In simple elastic load, F n was zero in the on-line robot control-there was no neural force in the actual experiment. However, applying the virtual neural force estimation procedure, as in Equation 3, at each instant in time a "virtual total force" could be obtained for a simple elastic load trial: this was the total interaction force that would have resulted if the neural control were in effect and the rat's kinematic behavior were unaltered. Comparisons of the real forces, and the virtual forces were instructive in analyzing the rats' adaptations and BMI use.
Experiment design
The rats were trained to walk on a treadmill. The robot position and force data were recorded simultaneously at 1 kHz for off-line analysis, together with synchronized recordings of neural activity (at 30 kHz). The speed of the treadmill, which was adjusted depending on the normal preferred walking speed of individual rats, was set in the range of 0.1-0.14 m/s, within which all rats preferred speed lay. One daily experimental session was divided into three trials: (1) baseline trial, in which rats walked on treadmill without any force; (2) simple elastic load trial, in which elastic force (F e ) was applied according to Equation 1; (3) BMI with elastic load trial, in which a neural driven elastic force (F n ) was combined with the above simple elastic force (F e ), and both forces were applied simultaneously. The speed of the treadmill was held constant throughout. The experimental setup and protocol are as shown in Figure 1 . In our current experiments, the elastic force field used as a load field (F e ) was specified with a stiffness K e of 50 -90 N/m and by setting its equilibrium point 13 mm under the rat's normal pelvic height, whereas the neural driven force (F n ) with the potential maximum stiffness K n of 200 -450 N/m was used as lift by setting the equilibrium point 50 mm above normal pelvis height. Each session thus consisted of three 2 min trials of treadmill walking (ϳ120 steps) and 5 min intervals of rest that occurred between each trial. In total, 23 sessions or data sets were obtained in seven normal rats during different recording sessions. Our rationale was that rats will adapt locomotion in simple elastic load (2), thus expressing some differences in neural activity compared with baseline (1). In the BMI with elastic load (3), the BMI control was provided in parallel with the elastic load. The rat must adapt to both. In two additional rats, we performed repeated exposures to the sequence of three conditions on a single day to examine whether task repetitions in a day altered responses. We used these experiments to further test whether rats adapted to the BMI differently from load alone, and whether the differences might carry forward and be accentuated as rats experienced repeated sessions of load and BMI exposures in a single day. Figure 1 shows the setup and design of the study, and examples of data types.
Data analysis
Behavior performance criteria. To date, most BMI systems tested use manipulation tasks of the forearm or a robotic upper arm "proxy," and the performance of the behavior or BMI is defined by the successful correct hit rate for targets in the task. This requires skilled practice and overtraining of the animal. Currently, there is no similar criterion for the performance evaluation of locomotor BMI systems available. It is known that most animals pick speeds, gaits, and kinematics in locomotion that minimize energy usage or neuromuscular "effort" (Cavagna et al., 1977) . Thus, we used the following criteria for the evaluation of performance: (1) the real (total) interaction force of the robot with the rat, which is a load that we expected the rat to seek to minimize and which was directly observed, and (2) the real neural driven force contribution, and (3) the virtual neural driven force and (4) the virtual total interaction force from application of Equation 3 to neural data collected in simple elastic load. These two latter were purely virtual forces derived from recordings for the simple elastic load condition in which the BMI control was not engaged, a type of analysis strategy that has been used in virtual sensory tracking (Suminski et al., 2009 ). In contrast, (2) was a real neural driven force for the BMI with elastic load condition. (All were calculated by using Equation 2 in conjunction with the kinematics and activity of the recorded channels of neural data chosen for the BMI.) Force patterns through a step cycle were also calculated as in Figure 2C .
In other BMI work, it has been reported that cells in animals using a BMI showed both long-term and shorter-term changes (Wirth et al., 2003; Okatan et al., 2005; Jarosiewicz et al., 2008; Ganguly and Carmena, 2009; Carmena and Ganguly, 2010) . However, the adaptation of human locomotion to altered split treadmill behaviors can be mostly achieved in around a hundred steps (Lam et al., 2006) . We used these observations to guide our data analysis. To see how cells adapted and modulated their activity with the passage of time spent in each trial condition, we divided trials in two halves, each containing Ͼ100 steps.
Parameters of the firing pattern of the cell. The modulation characteristics of each cell in step cycles and through adaptation processes were examined using the following: (1) average firing rate; (2) Fano factor, which is a statistical measure of the dynamics of the firing rate of a cell (Churchland et al., 2010) ; (3) correlation coefficient calculated between the rates of cell pairs; (4) correlation coefficient of the firing rate of cell with kinematics or kinetic parameters; (5) strength of relationship to interaction force amplitude; (6) peak firing phase in a step cycle; and (7) phases that "bursts" (defined below) spanned in a step cycle.
(1) Average firing rate was calculated as follows:
where N(n) is the spike counts in 100 ms time window and M is the total window sample number.
(2) Fano factor is defined as follows:
where 2 is the variance and is the mean of a random spike count process, here in a 100 ms time window. was defined as in Equation 4. (3) Correlation coefficient ( ij ) of firing rates for cell pairs (i,j) was defined (Mazzoni et al., 2007) as follows:
where N i (n) and N j (n) are firing rate computed as spike counts in 100 ms time window, i , and j donates the mean value in a trial for neuron i and j, respectively. After testing with different length windows and considering the bins used in decoding, we set the window length to 100 ms (following Song et al., 2009 ). This window length was used when calculating the average firing rate, the cross-correlation coefficient among cell pairs and between cells and other movement-related variables. A, Rats were trained to walk on a treadmill with robot attached to the pelvis through a pelvic implanted orthosis, and neural activities were recorded from the motor cortex of the hindlimb/trunk area. The BMI could be engaged or disengaged ("switch K") while a simple elastic load was applied to a rat. RTOS, Real-time operating system of robot. Blackrock Cerebus, Neural acquisition system. B, Training sessions were composed of three trials with 2 min baseline (BL), 2 min simple elastic load (E) trial, and 2 min BMI with elastic load trial (BMI/E) with 5-10 min resting time between trials. The elastic load on the rat and the interaction force differed in each case: in baseline there was no force, but kinematics of the pelvis were collected with the robot; in simple elastic load trials, interaction force was an elastic load (solid downward green arrow) and there was no BMI effect; in BMI with elastic load trials, interaction force wasthesumofthesimpleelasticload(greenarrow)andaneuraldrivenBMIelasticforce(solidredarrow).Theneuraldrivenforceinthecontrolwascalculatedfromtheaggregatefiringrateina100mswindow, whichmodulatedthestiffnessofaliftingelasticfield(solidredarrow)inBMIwithelasticloadcondition.Theinstantaneousvirtualneuraldrivenforceinbaselineandsimpleelasticloadcouldbecalculatedoff-line from neural firing and kinematics (upward dotted red arrows).C, Individual neurons were detected based on the waveforms of the spikes and used in the BMI. The on-line detected spikes from five channels are shown before off-line sorting. One unit is shown before and after off-line sorted is shown below with the scatter plot of the first two tetrode principal components. Neural firing was recorded and could be correlated to kinematics or interaction forces when the rats adapted in different conditions. D, The step cycle was identified from robot tip motion p y position (red), collected at 1 kHz, which corresponds to the pelvis lateral motion or step width, and this measure correlated well to video tracking as checked by toe marker from our video tracking system (blue).
(4) The correlation coefficients of the firing rate with the movement parameters were defined as follows:
where N j (n), j are the same as in Equation 6. K i (n), k i are movement parameters (e.g., position Px, Py, Pz) averaged in the same 100 ms time window and the mean of these parameters in a trial, respectively.
(5) Strength of relationship to interaction force amplitude was defined as the best-fitted "slope coefficient" of the linear regression of the firing rate of a neuron with the robot-rat interaction force amplitude (for example, as in a typical session shown in Fig. 8 A) .
(6) Peak firing phase was defined as the step phase in each step cycle, where neurons peak of firing rate occurred.
(7) Bursts were defined as periods in which firing rate exceeded 75% of the difference between the maximal and minimal frequencies in the poststep phase histogram (PSPH) following Beloozerova et al. (2003) . The step phases spanned by bursts of a cell were examined.
In addition to the above single-cell level firing patterns, we also calculated how the firing pattern changed at the high population or network level. Similar to Mazzoni et al. (2007) , aggregate firing rate and average cell pair correlation coefficients were calculated by averaging, respectively, the firing rates of all the cells and the correlation coefficients of all the cell pairs ( ij ) in each trial.
Relationships of peak firing phase and burst spanned phase in the step cycle. As limb and body kinematics are rhythmic during locomotion, it is to be expected that firing pattern of cells may also show some rhythmicity and consistent phase relationships. Modulations of cell firing with the step cycle and with the interaction force pattern in the step cycle were calculated. The step cycle was derived from the robot position parameter p y , which corresponds to pelvic lateral motion. This is precisely synchronized with step phase during normal walking. To identify step cycles from interactive robot motion, the parameter p y was first bandpass filtered (Butterworth, 0.3ϳ5 Hz). One step cycle was then identified by two consecutive peaks or valleys of the filtered p y . This estimate of step phase matched well with foot marker motion and toe touch when checked with the video tracking system (95% step cycles from video match with step cycles from robot with an accuracy of Ϯ0.01 step cycle). To remove anomalous or outlier steps, step cycles obtained in this way that lay outside 2 SD of the mean value were discarded from the subsequent calculations. Then, each step cycle was divided into 50 equal bins and these phases were used for statistical analysis. The PSPH was calculated from 40 to 100 steps to examine parameters relative to step phase. The phases spanned by the burst activity were tallied and the distributions of numbers of burst occurrences in each phase were obtained. The normalized PSPH in a step cycle was calculated by applying a scaling and offset that resulted in mapping the firing rate between minimum and maximum to the range of 0 to 1. The population average (mean normalized firing pattern) of this measure in each step was calculated, as shown in Figure 3 . We also examined the peak firing phase and phases spanned by the burst.
Statistical analysis. To know how firing rate modulation changed under different conditions or in different training conditions, the following statistics were used: (1) circular Rayleigh tests (Fisher,1996) were used for testing the significance of the uniform discharging of cells versus directional discharging in a step cycle (Drew and Doucet, 1991; Berens, 2009) . A modality test was performed on the step phase to estimate the number of modes. The test was based on kernel density estimate method with von Mises distribution as a kernel (Fisher, 1996) . These were used to test whether the mean firing phases under two conditions were different or not using the Watson-Williams test (Fisher, 1996) (MATLAB). Watson's U 2 statistic was computed as a goodness-of-fit test statistic to obtain p value through a bootstrapping procedure. (2) A paired t test was used to see whether the firing rates and correlation coefficient of a cell were significantly different or not under different conditions and whether force pattern (mean or variance) changed or not, and a circular t test (Fisher, 1996; Berens, 2009 ) was used when examining step cycle data. (3) Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (kstest2, MATLAB) were performed to compare whether two conditions variables were likely to have come from the same continuous distribution or not. All the significance levels of the above tests were set at 0.05, unless stated otherwise. (4) Regressions were analyzed by using the statistics toolbox (regression, MATLAB). (5) Variance comparisons occurred as follows: We found that interaction force data was non-Gaussian, so F test comparisons were not strictly applicable and somewhat suspect. Accordingly, comparisons of variance of neural firing, real and virtual neural driven force, and real and virtual interaction forces were made by obtaining the variance of each single trial and then using a paired nonparametric rank test (signrank, MATLAB) to compare the populations of such variances. (6) A runs test was used to check whether there was significant structure in changes in the force pattern in a step cycle among conditions (runstest, MATLAB). All data analysis was performed using MATLAB.
Results
We wanted to test whether the rats could learn to maintain their pelvis in a comfortable position using a BMI. We recorded kinematics, interaction forces, and neural activity as the rats walked on a treadmill in three conditions: (1) baseline (no load), (2) simple elastic load, and (3) BMI with elastic load. In the last condition, the BMI was engaged during locomotion, and the recorded neural activity modulated the stiffness of an elastic field [applied in parallel with the same elastic load as in (2)], which could consequently (potentially) offset the simple elastic load. A total of 573 isolated cells was recorded from the M1/S1 trunk hindlimb area (coordinates, 1.6 mm RC and 2.0 ML) in seven rats during these experiments and were used in the analysis here. We examined the load and firing pattern changes that occurred between the first half of the trial and the second half of the same trial, in addition to calculating the average changes that occurred between the three different conditions in trials in individual rats and across all tested rats.
We hypothesized that, if the rat used and incorporated the BMI actions effectively, it would offset the load and maintain pelvic height, and also that the load offset and neural activity expressed would differ from that observed in the previous elastic load trial activity and the rat's adaptation to it.
Load offset in the BMI with load condition
What happens to the rats' interaction forces with the robot across the three conditions? In particular, is a rat able to adapt to the BMI used to offset load? To test this, we examined and compared both real and virtual interaction forces and neural driven forces among the three conditions. Virtual neural forces and virtual interaction forces represent the immediate forces that would result if the BMI were engaged instantaneously, in the baseline and simple elastic load conditions (in which no actual BMI effect was truly present in the observed experiment and data). Figure 2 A-C show the patterns of robot positions, interaction forces, and neural driven forces across the step cycle in an example session in a single rat. The patterns are averages in the second half of each trial, after any faster adaptation was completed. These differed during the different conditions. The rat pelvic height (Fig. 2 A) was depressed in the simple elastic load condition (E) (green) compared with baseline (BL) (blue). In the BMI condition (BMI/E) (red), the rat showed less depression of pelvic height across the step cycle (and no depression in some phases). The load the rat experienced in the step cycle was obviously zero in the unloaded baseline (Fig. 2 B, blue) . It was large in the simple elastic load (Fig. 2 B , dark green trace) and smaller in BMI with elastic load (Fig. 2 B, red trace) . This was a significant mean difference (Fig. 2 D, E-real and BMI-real). Figure 2C shows the real BMI neural driven force in this rat, compared with the virtual neural driven forces that would have resulted if the BMI was momentarily engaged for baseline and simple elastic load. These virtual neural forces also allow calculation of "virtual interaction forces" (obtained as described in Materials and Methods). As described above and in Materials and Methods, virtual interaction forces represent the total robot forces on the rat that would result if the BMI were engaged instantaneously in baseline and simple elastic load conditions (in which no actual BMI effect was truly present in the real experiment and data). When we calculated the virtual neural driven interaction forces for simple elastic load (Fig. 2 B , light green), we observed that this derived variable showed reversals of the sign of the virtual interaction forces across the step cycle. The animal would have experienced both load and lift forces from the robot, a result that was never seen in the actual BMI condition (Fig. 2 B, red) , and in addition the virtual forces had larger peak-to-peak excursions than real BMI forces. Furthermore, in BMI, the neural driven force contributions themselves were less variable across the step cycle than the virtual neural forces calculated for either baseline or simple elastic load (Fig. 2C) . Figure 2 D-G shows the statistics of the changes in the means and variances of these real forces, neural driven forces, and of our estimates of "virtual neural forces" and virtual interaction forces in this example rat and session. There were significant reductions in total interaction force in BMI and also in the virtual interaction force for simple elastic load (Fig. 2 D) (t test, p Ͻ 0.05). The mean reduction in the virtual interaction force was closer to complete in the virtual interaction calculations for simple elastic load, but consistent with the plots in Figure 2 B, the variance of these virtual interaction force around this mean value was significantly greater than variances of the real interaction forces for both simple elastic loading and BMI with elastic load (Fig. 2 E) (t test, p Ͻ 0.05). This difference appeared to arise from the relationship of neural driven force, the elastic load, and the kinematics. The mean virtual neural driven force contributions in simple elastic load were comparable with real neural driven effects in BMI with elastic load and both were significantly larger than baseline virtual neural driven force (Fig. 2 F) (t test, p Ͻ 0.05), and surprisingly neural driven force variances did not differ significantly between both real (BMI) and virtual neural driven forces (for baseline and simple elastic load). These observations together suggest that the decreased interaction force variance in the real BMI must have arisen from the better coordination of the real neural driven force and the step cycle. The interaction force variance is a measure of the stability and dy- , and neural driven force (C) in the step cycle (n ϭ 76 steps) showed different patterns in the baseline, simple elastic load, and BMI with elastic load conditions. The equilibrium position of the load field (A, gray line) for the elastic load field in simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load conditions is shown in A. The thick dotted vertical lines correspond to the right leg swing phase in the average cycle. Colored ribbon lines shown corresponds to mean Ϯ 2.58 SE. The rat showed more normal pelvic kinematics and less loading in BMI/E compared with E. D-G, Comparisons of mean and variance of interaction forces and neural driven forces in step cycle (n ϭ 76 steps). D, There was a significantly decrease in the BMI with elastic load trials in mean interaction force compared with the preceding simple elastic load trials. The average total virtual interaction forces in simple elastic load (E:virtual), which were calculated by supposing the rats engaged in BMI with elastic load, were also significantly different from the real interaction forces in BMI with elastic load trial. E, The variances of the interaction force under elastic load and BMI with elastic load conditions were also significantly different and were highest in E:virtual. F, The mean virtual neural driven forces in baseline were significantly different from the mean virtual neural driven forces in simple elastic load and the mean real neural driven forces in BMI with elastic load. G, The variances of the neural driven forces were not significantly different ( p Ͼ 0.05) between simple elastic load, baseline, and BMI with elastic load conditions. Statistics was applied by two-sample t test (*p Ͻ 0.01; n ϭ 76 steps). Thus, the different offset of force and reduced variance of interaction force seen in BMI with elastic load compared with E and E:virtual was likely attributable to specific coordination patterns, as suggested in C. Error bars indicate SD.
namic behavior of the robot system perturbations to the rat. High variance indicates higher fluctuations for which control of which more energy would be needed. The fluctuation and variance of the total interaction forces derive from the coordination of neural and kinematic behavior. Thus, the force variance differences in real and virtual interaction forces shown in Figure 2 E likely arose from differences of the patterns of coordination of neural activity and driven forces with robot elastic load and step cycle compared with simple elastic load patterns. This idea is tested in more detail below. Similar to the single session and exemplar rat that is shown in Figure 2 , Figure 3 shows the statistics of the means and variances of total interaction forces and neural driven force across all the rats and all sessions, using data for whole trials. We hypothesized that animals would adapt their neural activity patterns and locomotion differently under the simple elastic load and the BMI with elastic load conditions. The data in Figure 2 for an example rat supported this idea. Similarly, across the group of rats, we found that the mean pelvic height was significantly depressed in simple elastic load compared with baseline and BMI, whereas in contrast the mean pelvic height was not significantly different between baseline and BMI in the group analysis (Fig. 3A) . The rats thus normalized their average pelvic height in the BMI condition, despite the load. Other kinematic features were unremarkable in this analysis. Despite the normalized pelvic height in BMI with elastic load, the mean interaction force load (mean force from the robot) significantly decreased in the BMI with elastic load trial compared with the preceding simple elastic load trial for all rats across all the sessions (Fig. 3B ) (Wilcoxon's signed-rank test, p Ͻ 0.05). Again, as in the individual rat in Figure 2 , the mean virtual interaction force calculated from simple elastic load was significantly smaller (closer to zero) than the real observed BMI interaction force (Fig. 3B ) (Wilcoxon's signed-rank test, p Ͻ 0.05), but also, again as in the Figure 2 rat, it was also significantly more variable than the real BMI interaction force (Fig. 3C ) (Wilcoxon's signed-rank test, p Ͻ 0.05). Real, or virtual, neural driven forces from BMI and simple elastic load were both larger than baseline virtual neural driven forces (Fig. 3D ) (Wilcoxon's signed-rank test, p Ͻ 0.05). Variances of BMI neural driven forces differed from neither the virtual neural driven force derived from simple elastic load, nor baseline. Thus, they were not different in the group (Fig. 3E ), as they had been for some individual rats (Fig.  2 E) . However, the variances of virtual neural driven forces in simple elastic load differed significantly from the virtual neural forces in baseline (Fig. 3E) Changes of force and variance of pelvic motion (Py) and mean neural firing rates across all rats and sessions. A, The rats in simple elastic load (E) showed a significantly depressed pelvic mean position, compared with baseline (BL), whereas BMI with elastic load (BMI/E) showed a height that was not significantly different from baseline but significantly different from E. The rats in BMI with elastic load normalized pelvic height. B, Mean interaction force loading in E was significantly greater than in BMI/E:real and also greater than the calculated E:virtual. C, Interaction force variance in E:virtual was greater than either BMI/E:real or E:real. D, Mean neural driven force in BMI with elastic load matched E:virtual neural driven force. Both were significantly larger than baseline (BL:virtual) neural driven force. E, E:virtual neural driven force variance was significantly greater than baseline virtual force (BL:virtual) but not BMI with elastic load (BMI:real). F, Mean neural firing rates normalized to baseline in both the first half-trial and second half-trial differed significantly in E and BMI/E compared with BL, consistent with D (neural driven forces). Both were slightly but not significantly reduced in the second half-trial compared with the first. Differences were tested by signed rank test in A-F (*p Ͻ 0.05; **p Ͻ 0.01). G, Individual cell significant rate changes obtained with paired t tests showed high percentages of cells with significant rate increases (Ͼ40%) compared with decreases (Ͼ20%) from BL to E and BL to BMI/E, but ϳ25% increase and 25% decrease in comparisons from E to BMI/E. The mean and variance of the interaction forces and neural driven forces in step cycle across all sessions and rats showed similar patterns of variation and statistics as in the single trial in Figure 2 (Fig. 2 D-G) , except that the variance of the neural driven force also showed some differences. Neural rates showed changes consistent with these effects. Rats in BMI with elastic load normalized their pelvic height kinematics, but at the same time increased neural firing rates and reduced interaction force loads, thus differing from both simple elastic load and baseline in various ways. Error bars indicate SD.
between neural driven force variances in BMI and the calculated virtual neural driven force from simple elastic load, the virtual interaction forces calculated for simple elastic load in the group again were significantly larger compared with variances of the real forces in simple elastic load and BMI (Fig. 3C) . The group data thus again likely indicate a tighter coordination of neural drive, force, and kinematics across rats in the real BMI that was absent in the virtual data derived from simple elastic load recordings. However, it should also be noted that in the group data, the real BMI interaction force variance was slightly higher than the real interaction force variance observed in simple elastic load in Figure 3C , although the real mean force level was much reduced in BMI. These latter data suggest that the engagement of the BMI could add to variability and increase the dynamic complexity of the behavior of the rat's locomotor system while at the same time allowing the significant force offset adjustments observed. These results strongly suggest that, in the BMI condition, the rats learned to adjust their neural activity and the associated brain-driven lifting force generation through the phases of the step cycle to counteract the elastic loading forces experienced in the BMI with elastic load condition. Examining data across the group of rats, we did indeed find that the temporal pattern (i.e., the force modulation, peak amplitude, and phase) of the virtual neural driven forces in simple elastic load and the real BMI neural driven forces in BMI with elastic load which immediately followed differed significantly during the step cycle for all experiments (23 of 23; runstest, MATLAB; p Ͻ 0.001) (Fig. 2 B, C) . The neural driven force patterns in the simple elastic load condition and in the BMI with elastic load condition also differed from the virtual neural driven force pattern obtained in baseline across all trials (23 of 23; runstest, MATLAB; p Ͻ 0.001). Thus, altered coordination of neural activity, kinematics, and interaction force in the presence of the BMI was supported on several levels in our data.
In summary, at the task level, in the three conditions the rats' real or virtual neural driven forces differed from one another in their pattern across the step cycle in magnitude and patterning. At the same time, in BMI with elastic load, the effects of these various changes were that the interaction forces were significantly reduced and the vertical kinematics better matched to (i.e., statistically not different from) baseline kinematics compared with the forces and kinematics of elastic load alone.
Overall neural firing rate changes between conditions
Neural pattern differences must likely be the key to the performance changes seen in BMI with elastic load conditions and achievement of normal vertical kinematics, reduced interaction force, and reduced variance of interaction forces documented in Figures 2, A, B, D , and E, and 3A-C. In what systematic ways do the patterns of neural activity alter between the rat experiencing a simple elastic load and the rat with the BMI engaged? The mean neural rates in both simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load were significantly elevated compared with baseline, both in the first and second half of the trial (Fig. 3F ) (t test, p Ͻ 0.05), but these were not different from one another. However, individual neurons contributing to these rate differences behaved differently between simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load (Fig. 3G) . Individually, Ͼ40% of neurons significantly increased firing rates from the baseline to the other two conditions. However, these conditions differed: in the transition between these conditions going from the simple elastic load to BMI with elastic load, we observed that cells significantly increased rates (ϳ20%) and decreased rates (ϳ20%) in equal measure, again suggesting there might be an alteration of individual neural contributions and coordination.
Changes in firing rate and Fano factor of cells through the adaptations
The mean firing rate and the Fano factor of a cell, when combined, provide estimates of the dynamics of the firing of the cell under different conditions (Churchland et al., 2010) . Within a trial, cells rates varied from baseline to simple elastic load to BMI with elastic load conditions as described in Figure 3 , F and G. However, the firing rates of individual cells varied from session to session across days. When considering the whole collection of trial intervals as populations, the daily variation was such that the combined distribution of the firing rates in baseline, simple elastic load, and BMI with elastic load of the cells was not significantly different (Kolmogorov-Smirnov, MATLAB kstest2, p Ͼ 0.05). In half-trail analysis, we found that significant alterations both in rates and in Fano factors occurred throughout a trial (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05). In the second half-trial, we expected a more adapted locomotion. We found that most cells first significantly increased their firing rate when they transitioned from baseline to simple elastic load and then to BMI with elastic load conditions (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05). In baseline conditions, the neural rates slightly increased in the second half-trial. Although this was not significant. In contrast, in the two test conditions of simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load was significantly decreased in the second half-trial, compared with the first half-trial (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05). This significant relaxation of firing rates occurred in both simple elastic load and in BMI with elastic load trials, reducing rates by 30 and 34%, respectively. However, the rates that occurred in both the first half-trial and in the second half-trial of both simple elastic field and BMI with elastic load were significantly higher than the matching baseline rates (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05). The different baseline changes observed might arise from an initial process of adaptation to treadmill speed and perhaps a change in arousal. Any baseline adaptation could only involve the passive interactions of the robot with the pelvis, as there were no forces generated from the robot controller and there was no active constraint from the robot. Variance changes in firing rates accompanied the overall rate changes. Within conditions, the Fano factors in the first half-and second half-trial were always significantly different for baseline, for simple elastic load and for BMI with elastic load (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05). When the rats transitioned from baseline to the simple elastic load test, the Fano factor significantly increased between the two conditions within the first half-trial (paired t test, p Ͻ 1e-10), and then decreased over the second half of the trial. Surprisingly, the Fano factors of neurons in BMI with elastic load were not significantly different from baseline Fano factors (paired t test, p Ͼ 0.05) when compared in either the first half-trial or the second half-trial. As Fano factor represents aspects of the dynamic characteristics of cell firing, our results suggest that firing rates were very dynamic and were modulated highly as rats experienced any new condition and change in environment. Our results mostly match with observations in the previous reports on motor performance and motor learning during cells initial adaptation to an external force field (Li et al., 2001; Rokni et al., 2007) and to results in BMIusing experiments (Carmena et al., 2005; Zacksenhouse et al., 2007) , but also show such alterations of neurons firing rates and variance might often happen on a shorter timescale of approximately a hundred step cycles during locomotion in new contexts, and then relax back to a default dynamics without other constraints. Figure 4A shows examples of normalized average firing of 13 neurons across the step cycle in the three different conditions in the same trial and sample rat used in Figure 2 . This rat was one in which all neurons recorded had somewhat similar phase preferences. Adaptive processes altered the neural firing pattern that was seen during locomotion in both simple elastic load and in BMI with elastic load conditions. Individual cells showed a particular phase preference in the step cycle (Fig. 4 A-C) . The average waveform of the ensemble firing in this individual rat had different width (at one-half of the peak value) in the two different conditions. This half-peak width increased by 150% (Fig. 4 E, F , indicated by the horizontal bold line) in elastic load or BMI with elastic load compared with the baseline condition (Fig. 4 D) . This suggested that strong step phase modulation changes occurred in neurons under the different conditions. To examine these changes further, we compared the half-trial averages. The group averaged modulation plots for first and second halves of trials (Fig. 4 E, F ) provided additional evidence that modulation was changing over time in a trial as a result of adaptation, and firing more dispersed in phase. However, we also observed that, in half-trials, the firing pattern changes in BMI with elastic load persisted more in the second half-trial, whereas those of simple elastic load became weaker and firing much more dispersed over time (compare elastic load vs elastic load with BMI) (Fig. 4C,F ) .
Changes in burst behavior and preferred phases across the step cycle
We found that many individual cells of motor cortex in all rats were significantly modulated with the step rhythm and they often fired preferentially at one phase of the step cycle. As an example, in Figure  5A , we show two individual example neu- The normalized firing rates of neurons shown as a thermogram and as the average of the ensemble firing rate in the step cycle, respectively. These showed different patterns under baseline (BL), simple elastic load (E), and BMI with elastic load conditions (BMI/E). The average firing rate was normalized to the firing rate peak across baseline, elastic load, and BMI with elastic load conditions. B, First half-trial in each condition shown as a thermogram. C, Second half-trial in each condition shown as a thermogram.
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D, E, The whole-trial average rates normalized to the wholetrial peak in each condition. Vertical dotted lines, Peak timings; dotted horizontal bars, average swing phase; solid horizontal bars, full width at 0.5. D, Whole trial. E, First halftrial. F, Second half-trial. In each half-trial, cells demonstrated different firing patterns in different adaptation fields as well as different training phases during locomotion. In the baseline condition, cells fired at specific preferred step phases in the first half and then increased phase dispersion to spread much broader in the second half-trial. In the simple elastic load condition, these cells have wider firing phase dispersion initially and then also spread in the second half-trial, although there were still clear firing phases. In the BMI with elastic load condition, there were strong firing phase preferences in both the first half-trial and the second half-trial.
rons data drawn from the session of the rat shown in Figures 2  and 4 . Cell 1 is untuned to step phase in baseline but shows tuning in the two load conditions. Cell 2 is tuned in all three conditions but alters preferred phase in simple elastic load compared with the other two conditions. The step-related phase discharge patterns observed are consistent with the patterned activity data reported from previous experiments on cats (Armstrong and Drew, 1984; Beloozerova and Sirota, 1993a) . We also observed that, although in some cells high discharge phasing was fixed across different trial conditions, in others there were progressive phase shifts, or weakened phase preferences (or more complex changes) when transitioning from baseline to simple elastic load and then to BMI with elastic load conditions (Fig. 5A) . In different neurons in the rat, the ensemble of the recorded neurons demonstrated significant phase shift between BMI with elastic load and both simple elastic load and baseline (example cells in Fig. 5A and the rat's aggregate plots in Fig. 5B ) (Watson-Williams test, p Ͻ 0.05). The resultant vector length for the population, an indication of phase coherence among the neural firing, was significantly higher in BMI with elastic load condition than either baseline or elastic load condition (Fig. 5C ), indicating stronger firing phase coherence of neurons in BMI. The fraction of the bursting length in the step cycle was significantly higher in both simple elastic and BMI with elastic load condition compared with baseline condition (Fig. 5D ). An example of a neuron quite different from that of Figure 5A is seen in Figure 5D . In different neurons in the rat, the peak activity could occur at widely different times during the step cycle (Fig. 5E) . BMI with elastic load thus differed strongly from the other conditions in a range of ways.
We next compared the first half-trial and the second half-trial for the ensemble of cells (n ϭ 13) to examine firing and tuning changes in detail in this rat. Major effects are shown in Figure 5F . We found that bursting duration and resultant vector length were not significantly different among half-trials under all conditions Figure 5 . Examples of single-cell firing pattern in the step cycle in a session (same data sets as Figs. 2, 4) . A, Cells changed firing patterns in different ways (fr, firing rate in spikes/second; r, resultant vector length; , mean phase of the firing rate; p, p value of the nonuniformity Rayleigh test) under different conditions. The red arrow indicates the mean preferred firing phase and the resultant vector length. Cell 1 and cell 2 show common patterns of increasing and changing phase modulations. B, The firing pattern of the ensemble of all cells (n ϭ 13) in a session. Cells showed different nonuniform discharge patterns in the different conditions (BL, 11; E, 12; BMI/E, 12) . In the cell ensemble, there was a significant mean firing phase shift (nonuniform firing cells at each of the comparing conditions) between simple elastic load and either baseline or BMI with elastic load (Watson-Williams test, p Ͻ 0.05; n ϭ 11). The red arrows indicate the mean of the ensemble preferred firing phase and the resultant vector length. C, For the same trial and population of cells (n ϭ 13), there was significant increase in the resultant vector length during BMI with elastic load compared with either baseline or simple elastics load conditions (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05). D, The fraction of the cycle with bursting was significantly increased during simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load condition compared with the baseline (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05). E, The mean phase of the firing peak in the step cycle was significantly different between simple elastic load compared with either baseline or BMI with elastic load conditions (Watson-Williams t test, p Ͻ 0.05). F, Single-cell firing patterns in step cycle during the first half and the second half of trial. The blue arrows indicate the mean preferred firing phase and the resultant vector length of each cell. There was no significant difference in resultant vector length between the first half-trial and the second half-trial, but there was significant difference in the mean preferred phase of the ensemble (red arrow) between first half-trial and the second half-trial during both baseline condition (Watson Williams test, p Ͻ 0.05; n ϭ 9) and BMI with elastic load condition (Watson Williams test, p Ͻ 0.05; n ϭ 12). Error bars indicate SD and asterisks indicate significant difference (p Ͻ 0.05).
(signrank or paired t test, n ϭ 13). However, firing peak and mean phase were significantly different between first and second half-trials in the simple elastic load condition (Watson-Williams test, p Ͻ 0.01; n ϭ 13). For the nonuniform discharging cells (9 of 13 in baseline and 12 of 13 in other conditions), we observed that there was a significant difference in the mean preferred phase between half-trials in baseline and BMI with elastic load conditions, but not under the simple elastic load condition in which phase changes from the first half-trial were preserved in the second (Fig. 5F) .
The results for the majority of the recorded cells across all rats (Fig. 6 A) resembled those in Figure 5 . Together, all rats showed significantly nonuniform aggregate firing rate distributions in the step cycle (circular Rayleigh test, p Ͻ 0.05). In a first pass analysis of group data, we examined the entire population of neurons recorded, and the entire interval of each condition, with no division into half-trials. We first focused on phase of peak firing, and the phases spanned by bursts as shown for the single rat example in Figure 5 , D and E (these were defined using the Beloozerova criteria) (see below and Materials and Methods). Using the PSPH, bursts were defined as the portion of the step cycle where the activity level exceeded 75% of the difference between the maximal and minimal frequencies in the histogram (Beloozerova et al., 2003) . The phases in which bursts occurred were then examined.
In a second-pass analysis, instead of examining the whole population of neurons as an ensemble, we selected only those neurons with a significant phase preference as indicated by the Rayleigh test ( p Ͻ 0.01), and hence only neurons with clear phase modulation (shown in Fig. 6 A) . We reasoned that perhaps some significant effects in phase-modulated cells responses were "washed out" when these were examined in combination with nonmodulated cells. We compared the changes in peak firing behavior of such cells in the both first and second half of each adaptation trial and at baseline as a population (Fig. 6 B1-B3,C1-C3 ). Across conditions, we observed significant shifts of the peak firing phases (circular t test, p Ͻ 0.05) when comparing baseline, and simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load conditions. This population showed significant changes in both simple elastic load conditions, and BMI with elastic load conditions that were clearly detectable with circular parametric statistics. In the first half-trial, the mean phase of peak firing for these neurons was significantly different between the baseline and simple elastic load conditions (Fig. 6 B1) (circular t test, p Ͻ 0.05), which differed in the early phase of adaptation (Fig. 6 B1) , but was not significantly different in the second halftrial ( Fig. 6C1 ) (circular t test, p Ͼ 0.05), the mean relaxing back to the baseline pattern. In contrast, the mean phase of peak firing was significantly different between baseline and BMI with elastic load conditions in both the first and the second half-trial but shifted significantly across the half-trials relative to baseline (Fig.  6 B2,C2 ) (circular t test, p Ͻ 0.05) (Fig. 4) . Comparing the simple elastic load condition and the BMI with elastic load condition showed that these peak firing phases were only significantly different from one another in the second half-trial [Fig. 6 , compare B3 (not significant), C3] (circular t test p Ͻ 0.05) after the late BMI peak shift, and the relaxation of the simple elastic load peak Figure 6 . Peak firing phases in the step cycle and peak firing phase changes during adaptations in the combined data from all rats. A, Distribution of nonuniformly firing cells peak firing. Some cells preferentially fired at particular step phases under different conditions (BL, 256; E, 292; BMI/E, 293 of the total 573 cells; all with Rayleigh test, p Ͻ 0.05). Among these, 216 of 573 showed nonuniform discharging in step cycle across all conditions, whereas 96 of 573 showed uniform discharging across all conditions. We subtracted peak phases of cells which showed nonuniform discharging between conditions to examine peak phase shifts (i.e., changes in peak phase angles between conditions in B and C). Thus, 0 phase shift after subtraction indicates no change in peak phase. The numerator in the fraction number in each B and C was the number of cells shown nonuniform discharging at both conditions, and denominator was the number at either conditions. B1-B3, Differences in cell peak firing phases in first half-trial. Mean phase differences are shown by the gray arrow in each panel. In the first half-trial, there were significant changes of firing peak phase between baseline and both simple elastic load (B1; *circular t test, p Ͻ 0.05) and BMI with elastic load (B2;*p Ͻ 0.05), whereas there was no significant difference between simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load (B3; no phase shift, circular t test, p Ͼ 0.05). C1-C3, Differences in cell peak firing phases in second half-trial. Mean phase differences are shown by the gray arrow in each panel. In the second half-trial, there was no significant difference in the firing peak phases between simple elastic load and baseline (C1; no phase shift, circular t test, p Ͼ 0.05), but a significant difference persisted between BMI with elastic load and baseline (C2;*p Ͻ 0.05), and between BMI with elastic load and simple elastic load (C3;*p Ͻ 0.05). The data were consistent with a transient peak phase shift in simple elastic load condition and a longer term peak phase shift in firing in BMI with elastic load condition (*circular t test, p Ͻ 0.05), which reversed compared with the initial changes (compare B2 and C2 measured relative to baseline).
changes. Thus, both simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load both showed similar significant changes in peak phases relative to baseline in the first half-trial, which then persisted and altered further in BMI, but which relaxed back in simple elastic load. At the population level, the neurons thus tended to have their peak firings in a particular step phase, and there was thus a minor but significant persistent peak phase shift for each neuron between baseline, simple elastic load, and BMI with elastic load condition (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, MATLAB kstest2, p Ͻ 0.05). The changes of mean phase of peak firing of the subpopulation that occurred with onset persisted in the BMI with elastic load condition (Fig. 6C2,C3 ). Our data are consistent with rats using different strategies in the early and later stages of adaptation in the BMI with elastic load and simple elastic load conditions, with different delaying and advancing of peak firing phases. However, these peak firing differences in step phase across all conditions, although significant, were modest (Ͻ10% of a step cycle).
We found that the distributions of the timing of bursting behavior of the cells within step phases were not significantly different between baseline and simple elastic load tests. However, there was a clear significant difference both in timing of bursting and in the percentages of the step cycle spanned by bursting between the BMI with elastic load condition and both the simple elastic load condition and the baseline condition (KolmogorovSmirnov test, kstest2, p Ͻ 0.05). Conversely, when considering the phase of peak firing from the entire trial, simple elastic load trials differed significantly from both BMI and baseline. However, surprisingly, there were no significant differences between BMI with elastic load and the baseline trials. These patterns of alteration suggest that the simple elastic load locomotor adaptation that was used to achieve the gait modification involved a neural strategy that still strongly resembled baseline activity in phasing of bursty neural activity. In contrast, in the BMI with elastic load condition, the locomotor adaptation to the BMI needed a more complex strategy and significant burst duration and phasing differences from the other conditions, in order adapt to both the BMI and the applied load force field.
The data were thus consistent with a transient phase shift of the activity of neurons in simple elastic load conditions and a longer-term phase shift of the activity of neurons in BMI with elastic load conditions.
Changes in cross-correlation of firing rate with movement-related variables
Multiple kinematics and kinetic variables are likely encoded in the cells of motor cortex. To make an initial assessment of these in our data and how they might alter, we calculated the cross-correlation coefficients of the individual neural firing rates with movementrelated and force variables. We found that the spike activity of single cells was differently correlated with different variables. The population of cells showed a range of correlations with both vertical force and position of the pelvis, as obtained from the robot system (Fig. 7A ). These were all significantly increased in BMI with elastic load when compared with simple elastic load and baseline (Fig. 7A) (kstest, p Ͻ 0.05), whereas lateral and rostrocaudal motion correlations showed little change (data not shown). More cells were correlated positively and more strongly with vertical force than with vertical position in both simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load conditions (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.0001) (Fig. 7A) (kstest, p Ͻ 0.05). Individual cells were on average better related to vertical force than to vertical position (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.0001). However, the numbers of significantly force-related cells also increased in BMI with elastic load conditions: 40 and 56% of cells showed significant modulation of firing in relation to force amplitude in simple elastic load and BMI with A D E B C Figure 7 . Correlations of individual neural firing rates with kinematic and kinetic parameters examined at the wholepopulation level (n ϭ 573). A, The correlation coefficients of the firing rate of cells with both vertical force (Fz BMI/E ) and vertical position (Pz BMI/E ) were significantly increased in BMI with elastic load (red) compared with simple elastic load (Fz E and Pz E ) (green; *kstest2, p Ͻ 0.05). Cells also tended to be more correlated with force (Fz) than with position (Pz) in both simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load conditions (*kstest2, p Ͻ 0.05). The distribution of correlation coefficients between the robot position (Pz) and firing rate was not significantly different between baseline and simple elastic load (Pz BL vs Pz E , kstest2, p Ͼ 0.05). B, The distribution of correlation coefficients between firing rate and measured forces or derived forces (virtual forces) under different conditions: virtual force in baseline (F BL virtual neural), virtual neural driven resulting interaction force in simple elastic load (F E virtual neural), and real total interaction force in elastic load (F E observed) and real interaction force in BMI with elastic load (F BMI/E observed). All were significantly different (*kstest2, p Ͻ 0.05). Correlations with virtual forces were much larger than actually observed. C, Changes in mean correlations with kinematic and force parameters in the BMI/E condition. In half-trial comparisons, the correlation coefficient of firing rate with force was significantly increased from the first half-trial to the second half-trial in BMI/E, whereas other kinematics parameters were either not significantly different or significantly decreased (e.g., Py) (*paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05). D, In two rats with multiple iterations of the baseline3simple elastic load3 BMI with elastic load presentations in succession, the mean correlation of neurons to force was significantly altered between first and second iterations and then persisted in both rats (data for a single rat also shown in E; t test, p Ͻ 0.001). E, The correlation of neural firing to net force on the first and second iterations of presentations summarized as mean correlations in D. Note the general increase in BMI correlation over iterations. Some cells alter correlation sign between iterations, with two marked on the figure changing from positive to negative (red arrows) and four from negative to positive (blue arrows). Error bars indicate SD. elastic load, respectively (Fig. 7A) . We speculated this increase in correlation to force could be a simple consequence of an enforced correlation arising from the addition of the BMI action for the rat. We explored this possibility using the data in Figure 7B and were forced to reject this idea. The cross-correlations calculated from instantaneous virtual interaction forces assuming a BMI action for baseline and simple elastic load data sets greatly exceeded the correlations actually observed for real BMI and simple elastic load without BMI. Furthermore, the correlations to force observed in the BMI with elastic load tests significantly increased from first half-trial to second half-trial in BMI with elastic load, but were unaltered for vertical position, and decreased significantly for lateral position (Fig. 7C ) (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05). BMI imposed gain effects on the relationships of neurons with force were fixed throughout the first and second half-trials of BMI and repeat trials (see below) and thus could not account for these differences.
In two rats, in an additional series of tests, we repeated the baseline, simple elastic load, and BMI with elastic load series as a block, three times in succession in a day, to examine any transfer of the changes observed in a block between the block repetitions. We found that, in the BMI with elastic load condition, the mean neural correlations to force significantly increased on the subsequent repetitions ( Fig. 7D ) (t test, p Ͻ 0.001). These mean correlation increases in block repetitions were visually apparent in color thermogram plots of individual neuron force correlations (Fig. 7E) . The mean change comprised both significantly increased positive correlations with repeat exposures, as well as significant increases in numbers of correlated cells in BMI. Some cells altered the sign of their correlation with repetition. A few cells changing the sign of their correlation between blocks are indicated in Figure 7E , with blue arrows for cells changing from negative to positive and red arrows for cells changing from positive to negative. These rats' responses thus show the rats transferred experience between the block repetitions and the framework we used here can capture adaptations on timescales of both immediate and repeated exposure to the BMI actions.
Changes in modulation strength and numbers of forcerelated neurons in BMI
In addition to examining changes in the correlation coefficients for neurons, we also examined their modulation strengths, as estimated from the slope of the linear regression between neurons and force amplitude (see Materials and Methods). We used this to examine how the behavior of cells changed across trials, as shown in Figure 8 . Correlation coefficients could increase by a reducing variance, or an increasing slope, or both. Slopes of the force relationships increased in the BMI with elastic load condition compared with the simple elastic load condition, as shown in a typical session in Figure 8 A. More cells showed higher neuronal firing rate linear slope (from linear regression, MATLAB) with force amplitude in the BMI with elastic load condition than in the simple elastic load condition using the entire trial (Fig. 8 B) (kstest, p Ͻ 0.05). We then also examined the change between each half-trial in the number of force correlated cells and the distributions of their modulation strength (Fig. 8C , elastic load; D, BMI with elastic load). Some cells lost correlation and their slopes were no longer significant between half-trials. During simple elastic load, the number of cells with significant correlation with force increased slightly but not significantly, from 26% in the first half-trial to 29% in the second half-trial (Fig. 8C) . In contrast, in BMI with elastic load, we observed that more cells had initial significant correlations with force than in simple elastic load: 38% in the first half-trial, presumably because of the BMI action. However, this number then increased significantly to 44% in the second half-trial (Fig. 8 D) (kstest, p Ͻ 0.05).
The correlation of the firing rates of the cells with nonvertical movement kinematics were either not significantly different or were significantly decreased in the second half-trial compared with the first half-trial under the two adaptation conditions (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05), as shown in Figure 7C . In contrast, in the cells significantly correlated with force in the both the first half and the second half-trial, their correlations were significantly increased in the second half-trial under both the simple elastic load (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05) and BMI with elastic load conditions (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.003). The shapes of the distributions of positively correlated modulation of cells in Figure 8 do not appear to change over halftrials, or between conditions, only the numbers of cells in the distributions. We explored this in more detail for the transition from simple elastic load to BMI with elastic load. We classified the changes in numbers of force-correlated and strongly forcemodulated cells as rats went from simple elastic load to BMI with elastic load. Figure 9 shows the analysis of these changes. BMI with elastic load had more strongly positively modulated and fewer negatively force-modulated neurons than simple elastic load (Fig. 9C) (kstest, p Ͻ 0.05). This difference in distributions arose from three classes of neurons (Fig. 9B ): neurons that lost significant force modulation in BMI after modulation in simple elastic field (Fig.  9A , group I, 13% of neurons, 5% positive and 8% negative modulation), neurons significantly modulated in both (Fig. 9A , group II, 22% all positive and 4% switching sign), and neurons that only became modulated in BMI (group III, 28% positive, 2% negative). The distribution of modulation in group I neurons (modulation lost in BMI) differed significantly from that in group II (modulated in both), being fairly uniform (Fig. 9D) (kstest, p Ͻ 0.05). Drop out of neurons in BMI was thus uniform across strengths of modulation. The group II distributions seen in the simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load did not differ (Fig. 9E) . Thus, the distributions of modulated neurons seen in both conditions were similar, despite significant increases in modulation of some neurons, and the effect of the BMI. Moreover, the modulation strength change in this group on moving from simple elastic load to BMI with elastic load was centered on 0 and not significantly different from zero (Fig. 9F ) . The percentage of cells significantly modulated in relation to force thus increased in BMI with elastic load (Fig. 8 B) (t test, p Ͻ 0.05) compared with simple elastic load by recruiting additional neurons (group III). The number of these neurons was further increased over time so that the percentage in the second half-trial in BMI with elastic load was significantly increased (Fig. 8 D) (t test, p Ͻ 0.05). However, the overall shape of the distribution of modulation strengths of positively force-correlated neurons thus did not differ between half-trials in either simple elastic load or BMI with elastic load, even as significantly more neurons became more significantly force related (Fig.  9 E, F ) .
In summary, more cells became more strongly tuned to force through the adaptation in the BMI with elastic load, despite the fact that the total force range experienced was less in the BMI with elastic load than in the simple elastic load. These changes were progressive throughout a trial and also on repeated trials. Together, these data were consistent with active use of the BMI provided for load compensation and increasing recruitment of neurons into stable force-related ensembles in the BMI with elastic load condition.
Changes in network correlations through different adaptations
Did interrelated neural ensembles alter in the different conditions? We examined neuron-to-neuron correlation changes in our data using a window of 100 ms, testing network correlations during adaptation to simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load. Example matrices of cross-correlations expressed as thermograms in half-trials of each condition are shown in Figure 10 , A and B. We observed that, when all cell pair data were combined, the distributions of the firing rate correlation coefficients of the individual cell pair were significantly changed from the first halftrial to the second half-trial in all conditions (paired t test, p Ͻ 1e-4). The ensemble of individual cell pair correlation coefficients in the first half and second half-trials were also significantly different between baseline, simple elastic load, and BMI with elastic load (paired t test, p Ͻ 0.05). On this basis, every half-trial and condition differed. However, the cell pair correlations used in these group tests were not truly independent observations Thirteen percent showed force modulation only in simple elastic load (orange type I, Esig3 BMI/Ensig), 30% showed force modulation only in BMI with elastic load condition (green type II, Ensig3 BMI/Esig), and 30% showed modulation in both simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load condition (violet red type III, Esig3 BMI/Esig). Cells could be either positively or negatively modulated. A small number of modulated cells (2%) in elastic load condition reversed their modulation strength from negative to positive, whereas most of the cells (24%) kept the modulation direction (positive to positive or negative to negative). B, Most of the positively force-modulated cells in BMI with elastic load condition came from new cells that had showed no force modulation in the simple elastic load condition. Thirteen percent of cells showed significant modulation under elastic load only (type I, Esig3 BMI/ Ensig); 30% of cells showed BMI with elastic load only (type II, Esig3 BMI/Esig); 28% of cells showed both elastic load and BMI with elastic load (type III, Ensig3 BMI/Esig). More condition specific cells were recruited during BMI with elastic load condition than during elastic load condition. C, There was significant difference in the cumulative distribution of modulation strength for force-modulated cells between simple elastic and BMI with elastic load (kstest2, p Ͻ 0.05). More cells were positively forcemodulated in the BMI with elastic load condition than simple elastic load. D, There was a significant difference in the distribution of the type I and type II cells. Type I cells (drop outs of significance) were evenly distributed in modulation strength, whereas type III cells (cells newly significantly force related in BMI/E) were most likely positive-force related. E, There was no significant difference in the overall cumulative distribution of modulation strengths of type II cells (cells significantly correlated in both E in BMI/E) between the conditions of elastic field and BMI with elastic field (*significant difference with kstest2, p Ͻ 0.05). F, There was no significant modulation strength change of the individual neurons in group II between simple elastic load and BMI with elastic load.
within each matrix of a rat, and the combined analysis performed in this way is therefore statistically partly flawed.
To examine systematic correlation matrix changes, we next tested whether the average correlation between neurons in the different matrices differed significantly, between half-trials or across conditions. Significant average changes might indicate a systematic overall strengthening and weakening change of the networks over adaptations. We found that the averaged cell pair correlation coefficient was only significantly different between the first half-trial of baseline and first half-trial simple elastic load (paired signrank, and t test, p Ͻ 0.05) and everywhere else was not different (e.g., no difference in BMI with elastic load condition). The average network correlations increased only in the first half of simple elastic load and then relaxed back to close to the level observed in baseline. However, this measure averaged both significant and insignificant neural correlations and failed to consider possible rearrangements of significant correlations.
We finally examined the consistency of correlations and their changes across rats and sessions. In a day's session, we pairwise compared the upper-half off-diagonal elements of the matrix correlations across half-trials and conditions in each rat on a daily basis using paired t tests, while treating each pair element as an independent observation as in the initial analysis (and again not strictly correct). To examine consistency, we evaluated the numbers of significant and nonsignificant test results in each type of comparison. We first examined baseline and observed that, for the baseline half-trials tested with paired t tests in this way, the correlation matrices were as likely to differ significantly as not between the half-trials. We assumed this to be the baseline variation and compared the other matrix correlation changes against this baseline variation. To next determine whether there was significant consistency in correlation matrix changes over conditions in the group of rats as a whole, we therefore used a binomial test and examined the numbers of matrices showing significant correlation changes in the paired t tests for the group. From the baseline data, we assumed equal likelihood of both the significant and nonsignificant change in the matrix element comparisons obtained using paired t tests. Thus, for a consistent significant difference of correlation matrices between conditions to be accepted, the number of significant changes in correlation matrices between the conditions had to exceed (i.e., had to occur often enough across all trials) to lie outside the 95% bounds of the binomial distribution defined by the baseline variations. We found that the correlation matrices of the second half-trials of simple elastic load adaptation differed significantly from baseline matrices (binomial test, p Ͻ 0.05). Furthermore, the first and second half-trials of BMI with elastic load adaptation were also significantly different from the baseline matrices (binomial test, p Ͻ 0.05). Together, the overall results of all of these statistical tests are captured graphically in a single rat in Figure 10 , A and B. Correlations in this example clearly also increased in the first half of simple elastic load adaptation, matching the averaged correlation test results, but unlike the results of the binomial test comparison for the group. These differences were clear using the original naive t test approach or a local binomial test (paired t tests, p Ͻ 0.05). The most common pattern of significant change in the second half of simple elastic load compared with baseline was a decreased correlation, as is also observed in the rat in Figure  10 , A and B. This significant decrease was observed in 15 of 21 cases (binomial test, p Ͻ 0.05) in comparing the second half of the simple elastic load to baseline matrices. In considering these matrix correlation results, and their variations through adapta- Figure 10 . Cell pair correlation coefficient and a sketch of the neural adaptation process. The cell pair correlation coefficient in half-trials across conditions (ϳ120 steps). A, The first half. B, The second half. The cell pair correlation matrix showed different patterns in different adaptation fields during locomotion. In the baseline condition (BL column), cell pair correlations showed a steady state across the whole trial (first half-trial vs the second half-trial). In the simple elastic load condition (E column), the cell pair correlations increased sharply in the first half-trial compared with baseline and then decreased to below the baseline condition in the second half-trial. In the first half-trial of the BMI with elastic load condition (BMI/E column), there was a moderate increase in the cell pair correlations compared with the baseline condition and the elastic load field condition, whereas in the second half-trial the cell pair correlations persisted rather than returning to the baseline condition like the simple elastic load condition. C, A simple diagram summarizes the overall neural modulation changes and differences that occurred under different field conditions and over time during the locomotion adaptation processes.
tions, it is important to note that our recordings were very spatially focused in cortex (i.e., all 24 tetrode sites were arranged around a 150 -200 m diameter disc parallel to the pial surface). Data presented here on neural correlations thus support the idea of changes in spatially local network correlations in adaptation to either a simple elastic load or the BMI with elastic load conditions, which are then sustained in the BMI with elastic load compensations.
Discussion
Our data show that a robotic action can be added at the trunk/ pelvis and placed under BMI control from hindlimb/trunk cortex neurons in rats. The rats experienced the BMI as an augmentation, which provided new elastic force production at the pelvis in addition to regular musculoskeletal controls. Rats adapted to the BMI and incorporated it in locomotion. We compared baseline controls, a simple elastic load condition, and BMI with elastic load. When the BMI control was provided in parallel with the simple elastic load, the rats could offset the load, their pelvic height was not significantly different from normal baseline, and the load offset and activity patterns differed from those predicted from load trial neural activity. The differences in BMI adaptation compared with the simple load involved alterations in firing patterns and relationships among neurons, but not average firing rates compared with elastic loading. We observed changes in the number of force-related neurons, their peak firing and burst activity timing in the step cycle (Fig. 10C) . Our data represent the first example of an interactive robotic BMI controlling elastic or musclelike trunk actions, and first testing of active BMI/robot systems directly mechanically coupled to ongoing locomotion in vivo.
Unique features and caveats of this study
Our experiments and apparatus were unique in several ways. These influence interpreting our results. First, most of our recordings were made using a localized tetrode system that focused recordings to a patch of cortex 200 -350 m in diameter (estimated as the 150 -200 m diameter of probe Ϯ 50 -75 m pickup distance). Cell isolation used tetrode cluster cutting offline. This was not available on-line in the Cyberkinetics system. Given the combined rate use in neural control by the BMI here, this difference posed no significant difficulty in interpretation or analysis. However, cells with high amplitude representation on multiple channels of a tetrode were effectively more highly weighted in the combined rate data filter, since they were not combined on-line as a single unit. Since virtual forces from offline analysis were generally higher than on-line BMI forces, despite cluster cutting removal of redundancy, and the on-line bias given to strongly emphasize multiple-channel cells effectively increased BMI gain (and forces) our results are not impacted by this bias. The neuron correlations changes reported here could indicate features of local versus distant cortical processing (Hatsopoulos et al., 2007; Hatsopoulos, 2010) , observed in spatially focused electrode designs. A better understanding of local and distant cortical activity dynamics during adaptation might come from analyses in more depth of our data at the single spike and point process level [e.g., by general linear model approaches (Truccolo et al., 2005; Czanner et al., 2008; Stevenson and Körd-ing, 2010) ].
Our BMI augmented locomotion. Most BMIs use a framework of instrumental conditioning of a voluntary task and many repetitions. In our study, the rats instead simply adapted to the BMI robot augmenting their locomotion. We do not as yet know whether the rats here can generalize nor whether they can identify, estimate, and in novel ways voluntarily use the adapted controls that they used here. To best design BMI/neuroprostheses for restoration of activities of daily living, we need to understand both these voluntary and adaptive processes, that is, (1) processes of voluntary and conscious identification estimation and instrumental employment of a neurorobotic prosthesis, and (2) processes of adaptation and integration of the actions and mechanics of neurorobotic prostheses into other ongoing behaviors and the body scheme. Our data address the latter-adaptations-with the caveat noted regarding voluntary use and generalization, which remain to be explored.
A final caveat is that the physically connected BMI here operated in parallel with high bandwidth sensory feedback. All proprioceptive information for the rat was intact-significant normal feedback from the body mechanics was available to modulate the target cortical area (Gosselin et al., 2009) . In this way, our rats did not face the larger inverse problem potentially posed by a completely novel and potentially high degree of freedom interface without such feedback (Héliot et al., 2010) . We chose trunk/hindlimb cortex because previous work has demonstrated it plays a significant role in recovery and development of function in neonatal spinalized rats (Giszter et al., 1998 (Giszter et al., , 2007a (Giszter et al., ,b, 2008 . However, trunk/hindlimb cortex in rats is a sensorimotor overlap area. Thus, inputs from deep trunk/proximal limb afferents that were close to the mechanical interface of the BMI may have played a significant role in the modulation of cells in this trunk sensorimotor cortex area and their adaptations. The strong roles of afferent input in the trunk/hindlimb sensorimotor amalgams in trunk cortex could have assisted rapid adaptation and incorporation of the BMI into locomotion. The controls adapting the BMI here could thus potentially have used both altered sensory filtering and altered motor outflow to modulate the recorded neural activity and control the interface, which used activity integrated over 100 ms. Furthermore, one means of altering sensory feedback could have been subtle alterations in executed motions or in gamma motoneuron spindle controls to alter feedback and thereby accomplish the cortical neural changes that were effective in reducing load in the BMI. Understanding these different possible aspects of BMI integration and use are important future issues for any physically integrated feedback-based BMI.
Roles of hindlimb trunk cortex activity of rats during locomotion, in load adaptation and BMI Neural circuits for forelimbs have differences from those controlling trunk/hindlimb (Jankowska et al., 1974; Jankowska and Edgeley, 1993; Alstermark et al., 2007) . The role of cortex in quadruped locomotion generally is an area of active investigation (Armstrong and Drew, 1984; Beloozerova and Sirota, 1993a,b; Drew et al., 2008a,b) . The involvement of the cortex during locomotion has been examined mostly thoroughly in cats, in which roles are clear (Beloozerova and Sirota, 1993a,b; Drew et al., 2008a,b; Lajoie et al., 2010) (but see Fitzsimmons et al., 2009) . It remains controversial as to precisely how the cortex is involved in different aspects of locomotion across different species. Not much work is available in rats. It has been argued that motor cortex in rats may be very little involved during simpler locomotion tasks (Hicks and D'Amato, 1975) . However, our data show significant cortical engagement is certainly possible in rats (Giszter et al., 2008 . Trunk and pelvis control might be monitored in trunk/hindlimb cortex even when less actively controlled. Cortex engagement likely occurs during adaptation of locomotion in novel contexts. The BMI use here exploits this idea and confirms through motor adaptation processes to drive behavior in a BMI. We do not know whether this "adaptation-based" route of engagement of a neural interface can then be generalized to support more novel voluntary acts. Clearly, this is an important issue for future research.
